The consequences of tailoring the longitudinal carrier density along the active layer of a multi-contact bulk semiconductor optical amplifier (SOA) are investigated using a rate equation model. It is shown that both the noise figure and output power saturation can be optimized for a fixed total injected bias current. The simulation results are validated by comparison with experiment using a multi-contact SOA. The inter-contact resistance is increased using a focused ion beam in order to optimize the carrier density control. A chip noise figure of 3.8 dB and a saturation output power of 9 dBm are measured experimentally for a total bias current of 150 mA.
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Introduction
The potential of semiconductor optical amplifiers (SOA) as non-linear entities within optical communication systems has resulted in a surge in experimental and theoretical investigations over the last two decades [1] . SOAs have garnered interest as candidates to replace current electrical methods of signal processing within optical networks, with the capacity to work at bit rates of 320Gb/s [2] . The benefits when operated in saturation have also been demonstrated as high speed wavelength converters and remote modulators [3] [4] [5] . In addition SOA present economic advantages, particularly pertaining to fabrication, low power consumption and suitability for integrated photonics [6] . Despite these attractive features, the role of SOAs in linear amplification systems is limited. While there is some use of SOAs in such applications [7] , the Erbium doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) is the commonly chosen option. One of the major limitations of SOAs as linear components is a high noise figure (NF). To date, a number of methods for NF reduction have been proposed. An improvement in steady state NF was realized through optical injection of a holding beam in both co-and counter-propagation geometries, essentially resulting in a modification of the carrier density profile [8] . More recent works include alterations to the confinement factor [9] , vertical cavity SOAs (which have the added advantage of low modal loss) [10] , and various device structures ranging from unique waveguide termination to low internal loss structures [11] . The use of a lateral lasing cavity to clamp a portion of the SOA waveguide, in order to shape the carrier density profile, has also been considered [12] . The results of many of these methods have been largely positive in terms of NF but have presented other disadvantages. For example, solutions involving a holding beam necessitate additional equipment and expense. Reducing the confinement factor to decrease NF also decreases the optical gain, and vertical-cavity SOAs suffer from a limited gain bandwidth due to the use of a resonant cavity.
An additional drawback of SOAs is that the saturation output power (P sat ) can be low, limiting the dynamic range of input powers over which the signals can be amplified cleanly without distortion. This can be a significant penalty when the SOA is being used as a multichannel amplifier, due to the effects of channel crosstalk. As with the NF, researchers have investigated ways to increase P sat such that the range of operation is increased without undermining other device characteristics. Techniques to increase saturation output power include reducing the confinement factor [9] , the use of flared waveguides [13] , gain clamping [14], pump beams [15] and varying the contact resistance in order to increase the current density along the waveguide [16] . These techniques have various disadvantages, such as reduced gain when reducing the confinement factor, increased cost of fabrication for gain clamped devices and, similar to attempts to reduce the NF, the additional cost and system complexities associated with pump beam schemes.
Previously, it was experimentally demonstrated that varying the carrier density profile in a multi-contact SOA could influence the chip-NF and P sat [17] . The focus of this paper is to present a rate equation model for the numerical investigation of the physics underlying this phenomenon. Simulation results for different carrier density profiles are discussed. It will be shown that the carrier density profile can be tailored to minimize the chip NF or to optimize P sat for a fixed total bias current. The model is validated by comparison with experimental results obtained using a multi-contact bulk SOA. Additionally, it is shown that good control of the inter-contact resistance is important in order to realize the potential for NF reduction. The inter-contact resistance of the fabricated devices is increased using a Focused Ion Beam (FIB) technique and yields closer agreement between the experimental and simulation results.
Noise figure and power saturation

Noise figure
As a signal is amplified it experiences degradation due to additive noise, an unavoidable consequence of spontaneous emission. The fundamental limits on information systems are governed by this noise, and so mitigation is of the utmost importance. Many publications have dealt with the theoretical determination of optical noise and its origins in great detail [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . A widely accepted definition exists to facilitate consistent measurement in the laboratory [23] . The noise is quantified in the optical and electronic domains by the NF, defined as the degradation of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of a signal by propagation through active and passive elements. In linear units this is expressed as,
where 
The first term in parenthesis represents the noise associated with beating between the signal and the co-polarized amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) within the measurement bandwidth where G is the single pass gain, ν is the optical frequency of the injected signal, and ρ ASE is the ASE power spectral density within this bandwidth. This is the dominant source of noise in SOAs of high gain. The second term in brackets relates to the shot noise of the signal itself. For appreciable gain the latter may be neglected, as the shot noise is relatively insignificant at higher signal powers.
Saturation output power
As the signal power injected into an SOA is increased, or as amplified spontaneous emission increases with gain, the carriers in the active region used for amplification are depleted, causing the gain to decrease. The saturation output power is defined as the output power emitted by the SOA at the point at which the gain has reduced by 3dB. 
where A is active region area in the plane perpendicular to propagation, Γ confinement factor, and the saturation output intensity I sat,out is given by,
where G 0 is the unsaturated gain. The saturation intensity I sat is inversely proportional to the spontaneous carrier lifetime τ. Thus a decrease in confinement factor or spontaneous carrier lifetime or an increase in waveguide area can give rise to an increased saturation power [9] . These approaches are not incompatible with our solution, which is described below.
Simulation
Structure of simulation
A variety of approaches to modelling SOAs is found in the literature [25, 26] . The simulation tool presented herein has been developed based on a travelling wave model [27, 28] . The SOA is modelled in n subsections, each of them electrically isolated from its neighbours. The values for all variables are calculated in each subsection. The carrier density is set at an initial value and is updated from the determined values of the ASE and signal fields. This process continues over a defined number of iterations. Values for carrier density as well as ASE and signal fields are used as initial conditions for the next iteration. The model has been developed to investigate the effects of tailoring the longitudinal carrier density and see how it may provide control of the NF and power saturation. The noise model used in the simulation is a deterministic model. In this case the level of ASE is determined for the signal wavelength only, using the material gain approximation from [29] . This noise model is less accurate for very low input powers, where the effect of wide-band ASE on the carrier density is proportionally greater. However, the powers used in the simulation study are appropriate to the deterministic model, and as will be shown there is good agreement between the trends of the experimental data and the measurements. Furthermore, the model considers the ideal case in which the carrier density profile is determined by the injected bias current only, in which case each sub-section is perfectly isolated and carrier diffusion is not taken into account. An overview of the concept of the simulation is given in Fig. 1 , which depicts the sectioning of the SOA from subsection 1 to subsection n, including the level of carrier density and forward and backward travelling electric fields. The ASE intensity and the signal intensity at position z along the waveguide are calculated as a function of angular frequency, ω, by slowly varying envelope functions. The calculation uses the set initial value of the carrier density and the material gain, which is determined from the physical properties of the SOA specified in the simulation. These physical properties are based on typical values found in the literature. The values of the ASE intensity, I m , for each successive subsection are determined by the values in the previous subsection according to boundary conditions. These boundary conditions govern how the facet reflectivity affects the signal and the ASE, and are defined as follows: 
where m indicates subsection number. The above relations determine the behaviour of the ASE intensity travelling in both the forward (z + ) and backward (z -) directions at the subsection boundaries and the facets, where r 1,2 is the reflectivity of facet 1 or 2. A similar equation set determines the behaviour of the signal intensity with respect to time, t, and position, z. The boundary conditions for the signal envelope functions are: 
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where ω p0 and ω 0 are the gain peak angular frequency and signal angular frequency, respectively. Using the values for the ASE envelope function, modified by the boundary conditions above, the spontaneous emission photon density is obtained:
).
where N m is the carrier density in subsection m, G m is the single pass gain (expressed in linear scale) in subsection m calculated from the carrier density and material gain [29] , R r (N m ) is the radiative recombination rate, α is the internal loss coefficient and β is the effective spontaneous emission factor, a measure of the spontaneous emission coupled to the traveling mode. The photon density for the signal is also obtained in a similar way using the signal envelope function:
The values for the spontaneous emission photon density and the signal photon density are then used to solve the carrier density rate equation:
where i m is the bias current injected at an individual subsection m, q is the charge of the carriers and V is the volume of the active region in subsection m. R(N m ) represents the recombination rates equal to AN m + BN m 2 + CN m 3 , where A is the non-radiative recombination coefficient, B the radiative recombination coefficient, and C the Auger recombination coefficient. This entire process comprises a single iteration of the model. The solved value of the carrier density is used to calculate the ASE and signal fields for the next iteration. Once convergence is reached, the gain and the NF are then obtained. The NF of each subsection in the SOA is determined from the population inversion factor, n sp , which is integral to the concept of reducing the NF, as detailed below.
Calculation of the noise figure from carrier density
The NF is, in general, proportional to the population inversion factor n sp , which is defined as,
where γ and α represent the stimulated emission and absorption rates, respectively. These values are dependent on the level of carrier density in the SOA. Thus expressing the optical NF Eq. (2) in terms of n sp , allows for the qualitative argument that increasing the conduction band population level has the effect of decreasing the NF. The equation for the additive noise power of an amplifier is given by,
where B 0 is the measurement bandwidth and G is the single pass chip gain. As ρ ASE is equal to the noise power per unit bandwidth, Eq. (11) can be re-written as, ( )
Replacing ρ ASE in Eq. (2) with Eq. (12) yields an expression for the noise figure in terms of n sp and gain, expressed in linear units,
For the situation where G >> 1, this expression reduces to nf = 2n sp , which, in the case of total population inversion (n sp = 1), leads to a quantum limit of the NF of 3dB [19] .
Reduction of noise figure
In our simulation, the SOA is modeled in 24 subsections. In Fig. 2 the carrier density and the population inversion are presented as a function of subsection. The dependence of the inversion factor on the carrier density can clearly be seen. This dependence explains why increasing carrier density reduces the NF. However we cannot simply pump the device indefinitely for an improved NF due to the effects of ASE saturation and Auger recombination at higher biases. Therefore, for a given overall bias current i tot , it is proposed to reduce the total NF (NF tot ) with a very specific carrier density profile, compared with the carrier density profile for a standard SOA. To control the NF at i tot , the carrier density at the designated input of the device is held at a high value, increasing the gain and lowering the NF at this point. Backward travelling ASE cannot be neglected as it consumes carriers at the input of the device, which would otherwise available for signal gain, and so this effect must be reduced. A low carrier density is created in the output end of the device to satisfy this requirement. This is the carrier density profile shown at the top of Fig. 2 (profile 1) . 
where nf m and g m are the NF and gain, respectively, of a particular subsection m. Each successive term in the equation is reduced in value compared with the last, due to the presence of an additional gain term at every stage. The NF is added to cumulatively by each successive element in the equation, which are reducing in magnitude. Thus the first few terms make the most significant contribution to the overall value of nf tot . This principle is illustrated further by Fig. 3 below. Under the same i tot , the contribution of each subsection to the increase in overall NF (in dB) for three different distributions of carrier density, profiles 1 and 2, as well as profile from a standard SOA. Compared with both the standard profile and profile 2, the increase in NF for profile 1 in the initial subsections is smaller. This falls in line with what we expect based on Eq. (14), in so far as we try to minimize the input NF. In addition, while the increase in NF for this profile in the final subsections will be larger than the other cases, the magnitude is relatively insignificant, and so cannot be resolved in this figure. It should be noted that this figure represents the cumulative addition of NF to the initial NF of the first modeled subsection. The individual NF of this subsection is below the quantum limit of 3dB in each bias configuration. This anomaly is explained due to the sectioning of the model. If this particular section was examined on its own, it would itself have to be sectioned in order to accurately determine the NF, which would then be greater than 3dB. The above scenarios illustrate the concept by comparing three extreme examples. From this comparison it is clear that to achieve the lowest NF tot , the subsections at the input of the device must be maintained at high carrier density. A three contact device is simulated by our model. A total of 80 mA is injected into the first contact, and the bias current applied to the middle and output contact is varied from 0 -90mA. The NF values are plotted below in Fig. 4 . With a high bias injected into the first simulated contact there is an evolution of the NF reduction as the middle contact is increased and the output bias held constant below 30 mA. As predicted previously, the NF is expected to decrease from its maximum value, for lower middle and output biases, to its minimum for a carrier profile approaching that of profile 1. The increase in NF in the upper-right portion of the graph compared with the upper-left portion indicates that the NF cannot be minimized by arbitrarily pumping the SOA, and that therefore, for a specific total bias current, a specific carrier density profile exists where the NF is optimized. 
Controlling saturation power
In contrast to the conditions for reduced NF, in order to increase the saturation output power of the SOA the current density in the device must be increased. The reason for this lies in the fact that the saturation power is inversely proportional to the spontaneous carrier lifetime, which in turn is inversely proportional to the carrier density (see Eq. (4) . Thus operating at a higher bias current will increase P sat . This also has the effect of increasing the ASE, which causes a decrease in the stimulated emission lifetime, further increasing the saturation power. However, for a fixed total bias current, the most efficient distribution of carriers is not an equal injection of current throughout the entire SOA. For example for the carrier density profile 2, as the signal propagates and is amplified along the waveguide, increasing the carrier density linearly reduces the carrier lifetime as the signal intensity increases, ensuring that the gain remains unsaturated at any given point. By contrast, for profile 1, the low carrier density at the output facet, where the signal intensity is stronger than the input, causes saturation in this section. This idea is demonstrated in Fig. 5 , which shows the simulated evolution of the signal photon density for three bias profiles as it propagates through the waveguide. In this context, photon density is the number density of photons in a given section m. A signal power of 5 dBm at a wavelength of 1570 nm is injected to saturate the SOA. The reduction in gain due to saturation can be considered as a decrease in the slope of the curves representing the signal photon density. In the final subsections (18-24), this decrease in slope can be seen for profile 1, and to a lesser extent the standard profile. However, for profile 2 the gain remains unsaturated in these subsections. For clarity in the remainder of the Paper we refer to profile 1 as the low noise profile and profile 2 as the high P sat profile. Figure 6 shows the output saturation power of the modeled SOA as a function of the bias current supplied to the input and middle contacts. The output contact bias current is held constant at 90 mA, in order to maximize the gain where the signal is strongest. As expected, the value for P sat increases with the total bias current, reaching a maximum value of ~16 dBm when all contacts are biased at 90 mA. The red line highlights the P sat values for a total bias current of 150 mA. The reason for this limit is poor thermal bonding between the SOA chip and the mount, and leads to a drop in output power beyond this bias current. Within this limit, the highest P sat value is obtained with an input section current of 10 mA and a middle section current of 50 mA. Figure 7 shows the simulated gain, NF and saturation power values for various bias conditions modeled for an SOA with three contacts. The middle contact bias is held constant whilst the two facet contacts are varied. This represents a transition from the low noise to high P sat profiles for a constant total injected bias. A signal with a power of −15 dBm at 1570 nm is injected. The maximum gain is observed while operating in the standard condition, with equal current injection to all contacts, corresponding to a single contact SOA. The magnitude of the gain decreases as the carrier density profile becomes less symmetrical. As expected, the NF is observed to decrease as the bias condition approaches that of the previously discussed low noise profile, and the saturation power increases for the opposite bias distribution, like that shown as the high P sat profile. It is observed that the NF varies over a range of 2.7 dB, while the saturation output power has a range of 4.2dB. Therefore, it is noted that controlling the carrier density profile has a larger impact on the power saturation than on the NF.
Comparison of model with experimental results
Model results
The experimentally characterized multi-contact SOA studied in this paper is 700 μm long and has three contacts. After fabrication there is a slight variation in the size of the contacts. In order to more accurately represent the actual contact sizes of the SOA, 8 of the 24 subsections used in our simulation are representative of the input contact, 9 subsections for the middle contact and 7 subsections for the end contact. For the low noise profile, 80 mA is injected at the input contact, 50 mA in the middle contact and 20 mA in the output contact, and viceversa for the high P sat case. The standard SOA case is modeled by injecting 50 mA into each contact. The total bias for all three cases is limited to 150 mA. These dimensions and current limitation are determined by the prototypes device. The parameters used in the simulation are given in Table 1 in the Appendix. These parameters were based on both known and typical values [28, 29] . Figure 8 shows the modeled distribution of the ASE photon density along the waveguide for the three relevant bias configurations. Of particular note is the reduction of ASE for both high saturation power and low noise bias cases. This phenomenon is due to reduced amplification of spontaneous emission in regions of low current density, reducing ASE at the facets. Fig. 8 . Simulated evolution of ASE photon density along waveguide for the standard, low noise and high P sat cases Figure 8 shows the modeled distribution of the ASE photon density along the waveguide for the three relevant bias configurations. Of particular note is the reduction of ASE for both high saturation power and low noise bias cases. This phenomenon is due to reduced amplification of spontaneous emission in regions of low current density, reducing ASE at the facets. The simulated gain and NF for an injected power of 15 dBm at various wavelengths are plotted in Fig. 9 for the three bias conditions. The minimum NF determined by the simulation is 4.5 dB at 1570 nm, for the low noise bias configuration. The maximum gain is observed in the standard bias configuration and is measured as 18.1 dB at a wavelength of 1555 nm. A gain difference of approximately 0.7 dB is observed between the low noise and high P sat cases. This discrepancy is explained by a slight difference in the size of the individual contacts of the SOA, which leads to different levels of carrier density per equivalent section for the low noise case vis-à-vis the high P sat case. A reduction in the NF of approximately 0.6 dB between the low noise configuration and the standard configuration is visible in the simulated data. Whereas a high current density at the input of the device leads to a lower NF, increasing the injected current along the length of the waveguide towards the output facet increases the saturation power of the device, allowing it to operate as a linear amplifier for a wider range of input powers. Fig. 10 . Gain (dash) as a function of the output power for the simulated device with an injected signal at 1570 nm. The overall bias current of these three SOAs is 150 mA. Figure 10 shows the gain as a function of output power for the simulated device. The injected signal is at the peak gain wavelength for the low noise and high P sat profiles, which is 1570 nm for the simulation. An increase in saturation power of 1.7 dB, from 10.8 dBm to 12.5 dBm, is observed between the standard SOA case and the high saturation power case.
Experimental results
Based on the previous computational investigation, a multi-contact bulk SOA has been fabricated and tested. The concept of reducing the NF based on tailoring the carrier density profile has been previously demonstrated in a single contact SOA incorporating a lateral lasing cavity in order to control the carrier density distribution [12] . The multi-contact SOA configuration is cheaper to process and, as can be seen from the simulation results, offers the possibility to operate in different modes. In practice, one may employ numerous current sources to drive each contact independently, or use a single source in conjunction with a resistor network [32] . The device under test is a bulk InP/InGaAsP SOA, angled and antireflection coated, with a length of approximately 700 μm. Three electrodes are used for current injection into three sections of length 236 μm, 254 μm and 210 μm. Electrical isolation between the contacts is provided by a 10 μm slot, and resistance between sections is measured to be 300 Ω. For manufacturing reasons, the current in each contact is limited to 90 mA. A schematic of the SOA is shown in Fig. 11 . A preliminary experimental characterization of this device has been previously reported in [17] . In this section the experimental results provide validation of the modeling approach and, furthermore, comparison with the model also sheds further insight on some of the experimental observations. Fig. 11 . Schematic of multi-contact SOA, with three sections, driven by three separate current sources.
For the experimental characterization, the low noise profile consists of 90 mA injected at the input contact, 50 mA in the middle and 10 mA at the output contact, with the opposite injection scheme for the high P sat case. As for the simulation, the standard case consists of 50 mA injected to each contact. The reason for the difference in bias current in the simulated case is due to a difference in the transparency current in the low bias contact between the simulation and the actual device.
Noise figure measurement
The experimental setup is described in detail in [17] . The gain and NF data are acquired using the optical NF Eq. (3). To measure the level of co-polarized ASE, necessary for the NF calculation, a free space polariser is set to the polarization of the input signal and is then placed at the output of the SOA in the absence of an input signal. The ASE is then measured both with the polariser and without, using a free space power meter. The losses in the setup from various elements such as mirrors and fibre couplers are taken into account by measuring the signal before and after these elements. Most importantly, the modal mismatch loss between the elliptical mode of the SOA and the circular optical fibre mode is determined by measuring the output signal of the SOA after free space coupling through lenses, and subsequently after coupling from the lenses into a fiber. The difference will be the modal mismatch, and assuming reversible optical paths, should also determine the modal mismatch at the SOA input. The ASE and signal powers used in the calculation in Eq. (3) are determined from the SOA output spectrum. The ASE is calculated by extrapolating underneath the signal, and is then corrected for the level of co-polarization.
Results
The gain and NF for an injected power of −15 dBm at various wavelengths are plotted in Fig.  12 for the three selected bias conditions. The minimum NF observed for the experimental data is 5.0 ± 0.2 dB at a wavelength of 1568 nm, measured for the low noise bias configuration. This compares favorably to NF values recorded for commercial SOAs. The corresponding minimum NF determined by the simulation is 4.5 dB at 1570nm, for the low noise bias configuration. The maximum gain is again observed in the standard bias configuration and is measured as 17.5 ± 0.2 dB at a wavelength of 1563 nm. The gain difference of approximately 0.7dB observed between the low noise and high P sat cases in the simulated data is also present here. This discrepancy can be explained by a slight difference in the size of the individual sections of the SOA, as previously discussed. A reduction in the NF of approximately 0.3 dB between the low noise configuration and the standard configuration is visible at certain wavelengths, although this is not consistent across the entire bandwidth and is a smaller effect than anticipated. However, there is a clear reduction in the NF by approximately 2 dB at 1570 nm for the standard and low noise profiles compared with the high P sat profile. The trend of the experimental data is in agreement with the simulation data presented in Fig. 9 . In Fig. 7 it can be clearly seen that the slope of the NF versus bias configuration over the range from the low noise profile to the standard profile is relatively flat, whereas the NF is more sensitive to the change in bias over the range from the standard profile to high P sat profile. Furthermore, Fig. 13 shows the gain as a function of output power for the three aforementioned bias configurations. The injected signal is at the measured peak gain wavelength of 1568 nm. A saturation power of 9 dBm is measured for the high P sat bias case. This represents a 1.5 dB increase over the standard case and 3 dB increase over the low NF case. This result corroborates the trend seen in the simulations. Figure 7 clearly shows that P sat is sensitive to the changes in the bias configuration over the full range of bias profiles and that a similar level of change in P sat is expected as the profile is varied from the low noise case to the standard case and from the standard profile to the high P sat profile. The experimental results validate the modeling approach and present an excellent match with the simulation results presented in Fig. 10 . It should be acknowledged that the P sat value of 9dBm is relatively low compared to a commercial SOA. It is common, however, for commercial booster SOAs to be significantly longer than our device, as device length directly increases saturation power, and also to be pumped at higher bias currents.
It is noted however that the simulation predicts a greater reduction of the NF of 0.6 dB relative to the standard case. It is considered that the lessening of the effect in the experimental device maybe due to carrier leakage across the sections. This would broaden the carrier profile, and impair the noise reduction effect. As previously discussed the simulation considered full isolation between sections and no carrier diffusion was taken into account, To explore further whether improved control of the carrier density profile can produced a further reduction in the NF relative to the standard profile, it was attempted to increase resistance between adjacent contacts using a Focused Ion Beam technique. The results are presented in Section 5.
FIB experiment
As discussed above, diffusion of carriers between the sections of the SOA could reduce the effectiveness of the injected bias current profile. Using a focused ion beam (FIB) technique, the resistance between the electrical contacts along the top of the SOA is increased. The FIB uses a focused beam of Ga + ions to sputter atoms from the surface of the sample in question. In this way, the slots separating the electrical contacts can be etched deeper into the InP cladding of the SOA, and thereby increase the resistance. A second multi-contact SOA was used to test this approach. Compared with the SOA described earlier, the sections of the second SOA are less uniform in size. The input and middle sections are approximately 271 μm long, while the output section is much shorter, at 156.9 μm. Consequently, the standard bias profile for this device, correcting for the section sizes, is 59, 58, 33 mA, from input to output. Similarly, the corrected low noise profile is 92, 43, 17 mA. The inter-sectional resistances measured before the FIB etching process are 300 Ω at slot A (between input and middle sections), and 350 Ω at slot B (between middle and output sections). As a result of the FIB process, slot A is etched down to a depth of 1500 nm, while slot B is etched to approximately 700 nm. The FIB technique is susceptible to the presence of excess surface charge which can cause the sample to drift and makes it difficult to achieve the same depth for both slots. The measured resistance values for slot A and B after the FIB process are 600 Ω and 400 Ω, respectively. The FIB etching depth is less than that of the active region in order to avoid excessive effect on the confinement factor. If there is an effect due to the presence of air slots, it would be to reduce the refractive index in the cladding and thus increase confinement in the active region due to index guiding. This would have the effect of increasing NF [9] . The measured gain values are shown in Fig. 14 , for both the standard profile and the low noise profile, before and after the FIB etching. Of note for the standard profile is the reduction of gain compared with the initial value before the etching, dropping from 23.5 dB at 1518 nm to 21 dB at approximately 1524 nm. In addition to this, the gain reduction is accompanied by a decrease in the gain bandwidth. The gain reduction is thought to be a result of the aforementioned drift, resulting in a removal of some of the gold contact material around slot B and subsequently, a localized gain reduction. The gain reduction in the low noise profile is not as severe, likely due to the difference in current distribution within the device. The NF as a function of the input signal wavelength for both bias current profiles is shown in Fig. 15 . Again data are shown for the unmodified SOA and post-FIB etching cases. The NF curves for the standard bias configuration do not show any substantial change. The minimum NF measured in this case is ~4.3 dB at 1570 nm for the unmodified SOA and post-FIB etching. It is expected that an increase in section resistance should not affect the NF of the standard profile. This result also indicates that the confinement factor remains unaffected. In contrast, a marked decrease in NF is observed for the low noise case, after the FIB process. The minimum NF measured for the unmodified SOA is ~4.3 dB at 1570 nm. Post-FIB etching, the measured NF at this wavelength is 3.8 dB, a decrease of 0.5 dB relative to both the low noise profile of the unmodified SOA and the standard profile, before and after the FIB. It can be noted that this level of reduction is close to the reduction of 0.6 dB predicted in the simulation data. Furthermore, this NF is extremely low, approaching the 3 dB limit, and is, to our knowledge, the lowest published for a bulk material SOA. These results show that the NF for the low noise profile can be further reduced relative to that of the standard profile with improved isolation between sections. Of course, FIB etching is not an ideal solution for optimization of the resistance between sections, but it was a suitable option for modification of the post-fabrication devices. However, it is expected that a solution at the fabrication stage would yield even greater gains.
Conclusion
In this paper, we presented a rate equation model to investigate the impact of tailoring the carrier density profile along the length of the active layer of an SOA. It is demonstrated that different profiles can be used to optimize the NF of the device or the output power saturation for a fixed total bias current. The reduction in gain inherent to the two aforementioned profiles is a disadvantage. However, for applications such as low noise pre-amplification, the gain of the SOA is not as significant a factor as the NF. Similarly, for a power booster, when heavily saturated, the gain of the high P sat mode should be on par with that of the standard SOA profile. It was shown that the different carrier density profiles could be implemented using a multi-contact SOA device. The agreement between the experimental results and the simulation results provided validation of the modeling approach and demonstrated a practical and versatile scheme for controlling both the NF and saturation output power of a SOA based on a multi-contact bulk design. The inherent flexibility of this scheme is advantageous in terms of cost savings and reduced complexity of linear amplification schemes. Experiments on prototype devices showed a chip NF of 3.8 dB could be achieved for a low noise (preamplifier) configuration. An increase in saturation power of 3dB was obtained when switching from the pre-amplifier to the booster configuration. 
Appendix
